Installation Instructions
1. Remove seat.
2. Locate fender wires and unplug from main harness.
3. Remove the 4 bolts securing the OEM fender to motorcycle.
4. Remove fender assembly.
5. Cut OEM wires on fender assembly back 8” (inches) from the connector plug.
6. Attach turn signals and plate lights to TBR fender and attach using the OEM bolts and supplied 8mm flange nuts to
motorcycle.

Honda

7. Route wires through center hole and plug into main harness.

grom

8. Attach plate light bolt wires to OEM wiring.
Red (TBR) to Green (OEM)
Black (TBR) to Yellow (OEM)

Fender Eliminator Kit
Part # 013-374

9. Attach TBR turn signals to OEM Wiring.
Solid Black (TBR) to Ground (using supplied ring connector)
Black/White (TBR) to Orange (OEM) LEFT
Black/White (TBR) to Blue (OEM) RIGHT
10. Use zip-tie tabs and zip-ties to keep wires away from exhaust.
11. Double check all your work.
12. Re-install seat.
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Parts List
Qty.

Description

Part Number
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Fender Bracket
Lighted License Plate Bolt
Turn Signals (set of 2)
Butt Splice Connectors
Ring Terminal
Zip Tie
Zip Tie Tab
8mm Flange Nut
TBR Sticker Kit

005-37404B
005-8504LT2
005-88T2
005-BS1614
005-RT16-14
005-ZT458B
005-ZTM4
005-FN8
015-10212

TURN SIGNALS

Two Brothers Racing products are intended for closed course competition purposes only, and therefore are sold “as is”
without warranty. Two Brothers Racing specifically disclaims any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose and disclaims all responsibility for consequential and incidental damages or any other losses arising from the
use of these products or parts.
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IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
We recommend that this performance part be installed by a qualified motorcycle
technician. If you have any doubts as to your ability to install this performance
part, please consult with your local motorcycle dealer. Read all instructions first
before starting installation. Make sure the motorcycle and exhaust system are
completely cool before starting the installation. Also, make sure the bike is secure
on a center stand or ideally a service lift during installation. Be sure to save all stock
components for possible use later.

BOLT LIGHTS

